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In The Service Of Marshall County For 6ver Half century
BENTON, KENTUCKY • ii R1DAY. JUNE 6, 1947.
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refrigerator—with
12-way adjustable interior and the
Meter-Miser mechanism!
•Frigidaire is famous for value;
like this. A big, roomy, sparkling
new refrigerator, with an interior
you can arrange to suit your own
needs. Put in a whole turkey or
watermelon. Take out a whole
shelf or a half shelf, or make any
other arrangement you like.
Frigidaire is the dependable
for in it is the farefrigerator,
mous Meter-Miser...the simplest
'refrigerating mechanism ever
built! It's sealed in steel, oiled
for life, super-powered for heavyduty work when needed ... and
protected against service expense
Liy a 5-year Protection Plan.
Sae this new Frigidaire
Refrigerator today!
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You re twice as sure with two great names

Large Super-Freezer for frozen
storage
Large drawer.type Meat-Tender
Exclusive Quidtubc Ice Trays
Rust-resisting shelves
1-piece all-porcelain interior
Glass-topped sliding Hydrator
5-Year Protection Plan .
Many, many more features

Q. At what age should roosts fe
provided for chicks?
A. By the time chicks are three
1 weeks old. low roos'.a protected Ity.,
I wire should be in place. Teaching
chicks to roost early avoids crowding ar.d piling up, thus encouraging
I fast, uniform growth.
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Q. What is the best time to appfy
'
2-4D to wheat and oat fields?
are
weeds
• A. Apply 2-4D when
small. Spray -after the grain has
three or four leaves but before the
stem begins to enlongate. Grain
should not be sprayed after the
heads begin to show. The earlier
the sprayingls done within this period, the smaller the weeds will Pe
and the easier they will be killed.
Q. Why should dairy cows be fed
a sr.erial ration during the dry period.'
.
A. It is especially important that
the dry cow be fed a special grain
ration high in minerals and vitamins, since a high pr.pducing cow is
unable to consume enough food nutrients to nourish the unborn calf,
produce a heavy flow of milk, and
keep up its body. Records at the
Research Farm of the Ralston
Purina Company sllow that each
pound cf condition during the 60 day
dry period will give the fo1iawing
amounts of extra milk during !.he .
next lactation period:
15 lbs. of extra milk for Jerseys I.
20 lbs. of extra milk for Guernse$s
25 lbs. of extra milk for Holsteini
Q. I have been told that late
hatched puklets will not lay as mi.ny
eggs as early hatched pullets. Why
is this?
A. Althobgh this belief is held by
many, actually there is no truth in
it. Late hatched chickens, if raised
- on a program of good breeding,
sound management, careful sanitation, and good feeding, will produce
as Many eggs as early" hatched
chicks raised on the some program.
Of course, the peak production for
late hatched chicks will come later
In the year.
$,,,d y.u, lailtat10011 about li

1

or poultry problem. to FARM FA
1135 Soutb Leath Street, S. Louis 2
bibasommi. Quwebras wilt b• sovarezi
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Bank of Marshall County
Bank of Benton
J. C. Houser
Thomas Morgan
National Stores
Riley & Treas
Western Auto Store
•
Emerine & Malin
Bailey Hdwe. & Furn. Co,
Kroger's
Myers & Elkins
Heath Iidwe. & Furn. Co,
Crawford - Fergerson Co.
C. C. Hunt Appliance Co,
Don't forget to come to Benton on Wednesday for
APPRECIATION DAY.
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INTERNATIONAL Trucks

FOR 24 consecutive yeses,
Firestone Tirea have bee*
on the winning l oses in the
Indianapolis Sweepstakes. The
same patented and exclusive construction features, which make these
tires so safe, so strong, so wear-defying on the speedway, are also boalit
into the Firestone De Luigi Champion
Tires which protect your life da the
highway. You can get all of this extra safety
aad
extra onleage at a big sari* in cost
because Tow
. used tires are worth More at Fires
Clean and fresh as a windy
sky. this JUNIOR HOUSE
two-piecer with the new
whirl a-bout skirt fashioned
with a Mandarin neckline.
cap sleeves and flange
shoulders, is a real inspiration. It's of Stonecutter
washable rayon and cotton
seersucker and comes in
baby pastels of blue, aqua.
green or pink on white background. Sizes 9 to 15 .. $OO.

IN STEP WITH SUMMER
#
THE AMERICAN GOLFER
This year, next year and the years to corn
classic button fronter in plain' chambray wi 1 be the
main stay of your summer war'drobe. Th
soft pastels, do much flattering. I
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The Vanity Shoppe
Iientucky

Sledd's Texaco Station
Benton

Kentucky
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GET SPECIAL TRAINING
IN SOIL CONSERVATION

SIROIMY, JUNE 15—Make it one he will re-mcm-
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NEW & BETTER LOAN CO.
©
@
Money to LOAN on Diamonds, @
Watches, Pistols, Guns, Sewing Ma- 10
0 chines, Washing Machines, Refri- ©
@ gerators, Typewriters, Radios and ©
@
© anything of Value.
@
@
Save on Jewelry and Unredeemed @
@
@
0 Merchandise.
©
Bargains Every Day.
a,
:
JEWELRY & LOAN
RICKMAN'S
e
@
COMPANY
©
©
Ky.
@ Paducah
206 Broadway
@
@

ber Mr a long,long time... at least 'til next Father's
clay ... and you will be the o'
-'"d
I'llen's fine dress
skirts in white
broadclotIr or woven madras. We have
them in neat checks
or stripes. too. Correctly tailored to
give long and satisfactou wear. 14 to
17.

• We have this in
• Mind for the man
• Who must look his

• Best in the Summer,
Yes, this is our Sliest Summer wal,h
pant and it is made of Ilse mercer ized carded °stem. Sanieriseel and
cut to give perfect fit.
Blue, gray and tan stripes
with the best grade
pockets. 29 to 42.

Our new low price on oar best orade sport
shirts. Sanforized whites, scl:.(1 colors and
fancy prints with long Or short
Yoke hacks in cottons with ii c- out style
shirttails. Small, medium, large.
Sunday 1:30 - 3:30 - 9 P. M.
SHOWINGS:
Monday through Friday 7:00 & 9:00 P. M.
Saturday continuous 10:00 A. M. to 12:00 Midnight

•Medium and
• Wide brims
•/n tan or
• Creamstraw ..

Thursday, June 5 - 6, Friday •

Gail Russell - Claire Trevor.
Adolph Menjou
IN

and

Men's straw hats that take you from the office to the night club or social and are sail
in top farm. In tan or cream colored straw
with wide or medium brims, good ,quality
sweat bands and soild or fancy bands. 6%
1o7%.

BACHELOR'S DAUGHTERS
Added

'1" '2"

Color Cartoon. "Pigs Is Pigs"
Comedy, "Arrow Magic"

GENUINE PANAMA'S
landeemo quality Puma lets for wen is rotund
color walk median er wide brims and with colorful
rayou beads is solid colors or prints. And best
of all, a Panama Lao a beg
life and will eves take clean#
6V2
7fb. "

Saturday, June 7

DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
Buster Crabbe - Al St. John
IN

(398 $495

GENTLEMEN WiTH GUNS
Charlie Chan
IN

DANGEROUS MONEY
Serial, Chapter 1, "DAUGHTER OF DON Q"
Sunday, June 8 - 9, Monday

_Paul Muni - Anne Baxter - Claude Rains
IN

•Sanforized seersucker
•Perfectly tailored
• With good groat pockets ...
Men'aSummer seersucker sport pants for the very hottest days. They're neat, they're cool and they're easily
kept. No extra charge for large sizes. 29 to O.

• Wonderful
• Collection
• Of Bright
•Colors

You'll revel in, the colors, bright combinatioaa,
that are "out of this world!" All rayon ties
with wool linir.-7•in fore-in-hand styles.

• Witk served seams,
•Drop belt km rs
•411Worseasice60 <,7c rayon

ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER

Men's Saimar taslibt gab-trdine slacks in either blue
•
or tan solid colors. Pi anish,
sizes 29 to 38.

Tuesday, June 10 - 11, Wednesday

Shirley Temple - Jerome Courtland
IN

KISS AND TELL
Added

. Color Cartoon, "The Jailbreak"
Movietcuie, "Harvest Of Sea"

Thursday,. June 12 - 13, Friday

Jackie Jetilins - James Cr
Dorothy Patrick
IN

Nevis ondororsor oilirla in wfoized,oat dye*krosokrioth neat
cheeks or stripes. With threegripper fly, elastic sides, full'
cut and in sizes 28 to 44.

BOY'S RANCH
Added

lltirstSummer weight gabardine slacks in tan, brown
blue solid colors. Pleated styles with zipper fly,
p bel'z ioops and in sizes 28 to 411

Mei sport and dress belts
**either genuine leather or
• 42ilkstic glass. Combinations and
saiI colors in sizes 28 to

98.

Technicolor Special, "Saddle
p4ria's ailletleststs twuctbrvitirtii
ite • 5bri4. er pawl rib tenon
PSI vet iwirdwIre. with weer)p blediar. Extra hoax. 34-34.
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NOTICE!
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YOUR

REAL ESTATE WANTED
AND FOR SALE

ALUMINUM

INSURANCE
Of All Kinds
Insure now — Tomorrow
May be too late.
Phone 2 1 5 1
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
Insurance Agency
Kentucky
Benton

CANOE

1
4
4,
.,
Adi: ' Is
.

MERE!

,

FLOOR SANDING
and FINISHING
We have New and Modern
Machinery to do the job RIGHT.
Thomas

Kentucky

Benton

See Joe Franklin

SPORT CENTER

Ar--ummommor- momimanommor

RADIO SERVICE

HOME FURNISHING STORE

D. A. Modrell,
Authorized Radiotrician
RADIOS AND BATTERIES

4.

REPEATS A SENIATIONAL OFFER

--0;ir—Cumers Insisted We Get
ide AcclaisinMore So We Did

Because of Its

SALES AND SERVICE

; ''77r
'- ''-:!r. f

You ilust Be SATISPIED.

.

BENTON AUTO EXCHANGE
Phone 3641

Kentucky

Bent()n

•

I

7
1-1

7-

•
4.

1 B.F.Goodrich
NO v. Sil dertowns
•

AT LESS THAN
PRE AR PRICES

$-Piece
Bed
Divcn Makes

•

Y

•
1

‘•••

6
••••

10 PIECES
ALL IFCR ONU

•••••

r.r
1

1-

1*
:4:

for all popular sizes of the tire that
15 Months to Pay

OUTWEARS PREWAR
TIRES
Yesterday's Price 16./0
14.75
Prewar Price
ONLY
PRICE
S
TODAY'

0
c

\

LIBERAL

1
1
1

pos
TRADE-01
A

ALLOVIA NCE

fOR

YOUR OLD

'ORE

40

FLOOR or
BRIDGE
LAMP
in Bronze

10-PC. VELOUR LIVING ROOM GlitipaP

4.00-16

or Ivory

• Divan Makes Into Double Bed At Night---Big Modern Velour_ 2-Pc. High Quality Living Room Suite

e PLUS TAX

LSO-17-14.2e, 6.50-16 —17.45., 7.00-10 —19.35'
B. F. Goodrich announces a big reduction in the
price of the famous Silvertown tire!
Yes, you can now buy all popular sizes of the tire
that outwears prewar tires at actually less than prewar
prices! And despite higher manufacturing costs too.
One of the things that makes possible this huge
price reduction is the tremendous demand for the
new Silvertown—greater than for any tire B. F.
Goodrich ever produced. In fact, more miles hate
been driven on this new tire than any other tire introduced since the war.

IN

Choice of

11
1*
44

Velour Corer -- Full Coil Swing Constructed

mix. TO

it40-0°'

• Beautiful Velour Divan that Makes into Bed
• Matching Chair • Occasional Chair
• 2 Table Lamps • Coffee Table • Lamp Table
• End Table • Floor Lamp • Smoker

because you not only get a complete living room outfit but or.
Shop and cOmpare—then you too will soy "this is it," and covered in handsome wine or blue velour—easily mak:
of beauty and quality. The 2-pc. velour suite is massive
you get 8 other charming pieces to complete a living
into full bed and has quality spring construction. Too,
ow.
you'll be proud to own—See it tomorr

ir

yow Z
DOWN •125 A WEEK ":"....th"6.°°

SHOP AND COMPARE!

Easy Way Tire Store

You Will Always Do Better

At The Marshall County Service Station

EASY Tr.RMS

h
c
i
r
d
o
o
G
B.F.
.

•

FIRST IN RUBBER

Quickly Araged
In Only 5 Minutes

— _

PADUCAH DRY GOODS

HOKE FURNISHING'S STORE
2.19 BROADWAY

PHONE 4466

•"'" •••••

•••••
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TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

\ r) SECTIONS:

TytteirNE ESTABLISHED MAY, 1888: DEMOCRAT ESTABLISHED SEPTEMBER, 1900: CONSOLIDATED JUNE. 1903.

In The Service Of Marshall County For Over Half Century

V(,-

BEN ON, KENTUCK V

_me LX

„June Term Of Circuit Court
410 Convene On June 23

•

RUBBLE GUM IS
PROBED AS CAUSE
OF CHILD AILMENTS

NUMBER 5

FRIDAY. JUNE 6, 1947,,_
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Berries Have
Been Shipped

'HARRISON VICKERS
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•
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(Editor's Note: This is the hut ise series of articles dea'ling with new cosaressional committees arid their chairmen.)

By WALTER A. MEAD
WNU Washington C

pendent.

WASHINGTON'.—Faced with the first Republican congress in 16 years, President Truman has instituted a series
cit bi-partisan meetings of congressional leaders during the
930th congress as a means of creating good will. The Presiident's strategy has proved effective in promoting cooperation between the executive and legislative branches of the
government.
At the meetings, which are an innovation of Mr. Truman's
and not called for under terms of the reorganization act, the
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THE KINGDOM STRENGTHENED
AND ENLARGED

'GLAMOUR GIRLS''WIN . . . The first all-feminine administration in the village of Grass Lake, Mich., Includes, left to right: Mrs.
lone Wright and Miss Marjorie Foster, trustees; Miss Helen McCall,
village president; Mrs. Mabel Hagadon. treasurer; Mrs. Mae Riethmiller, clerk; and Mrs. Thelma Snodgrass, assessor.

LESSON TEXT—I1 Samuel 56.10.17.25.
MEMORY S,ELECTION—David waxed
rester and greater: for the Lord, the
God of hosts, was with him.-11 Samuel
5:10.
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By experimenting with a deck co. Philistines, and not to attack until
oi in
from the
frufiy Rov
cards, a Civil Aeronautics adminis- the wind in the treetops told that
bowl; bght
Clobber
mixing
RIGHT In the
tration engineer has waited out a God had gone before to smite the
all lumber yards and
story of
double
M..,ng
MADISON, CALIF.—People the Otis touted
inexpensive method of enemy.
and
new
the
o
balanced
from Sacramento to
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Womfrom
liqHT
airport, The "seg
country over bemoaned the housing hardware stores
small
Girt's
marking
The is a time for straight out
to Madi- an suffrage is to be extended in
the bven
shortage—but the Clarks came from Woodlara* from Winters
rnented circle" systenj utilizes pan- frontal attack on the enemy. There
action.
communities in the Oklahoma. Although women have
other
and
lot,
son,
vacant
a
bought
They
Missouri.
or any Eveather-prooi is also a time when God wants us to
metal
of
els
of
many
supfor
voting
the
and
privilege
had
building
lumber
for
area
seventh
the
on
worked six days and
composition. The plan 13 to put suct stand back and watch him work out
plies. In the meantime, Noah ham- years, they were deprived of the
unused portions of air- our deliverance. Sometimes that is
put the finishing touches on their
serve ,on juries. A bill ap- markers in
later
to
days
Eight
right
sawed.
and
mered
The windsock. ordinarils harder to do than to attack, but we
.modern cottage home.
fields.
will
the
state
into
by
legislature
moved
,proved
family
Clark
the Otis
Otis Clark, who needed living achard to find from the air, would bi I Byin
Gv.:3ed
mustHoawsokbsehyag is
their completed home. "You can't rectify that error. Provision is made,
easily in the center of thi
spotted
commodations for hip family, called
shall
.know
ow which to do?
feet," however, that women with children
your
under
grow
grass
let
nearby
of
Clark,
circle, together with an L-shaped fig
on his uncle, Noah
must al
of
years
age
can
be
12
word.Prayer
the
g
on
under
exempt
in
commentin
insisted
Noah
poured
1
ure showing the traffic pattern.
Winters, for help. The two
ways precede action—and then ee
from serving on juries.
home. Then speedy project
new
a
for
foundation
a
lion will be righti

'Petticoat Officials' To Show
'How Town Ought To Be Run

"
STAZE "'is a" owl

Hand Looms Revived
For Weaving Tweeds

'Weak Heart'

Oklahoma Now Grants
Jury Service to Women

•-•
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Kathleen Norris Says:
So Good and So Pull
Bell Syndleata.—WINU Features.

cfel9

Vast Areas of
Mystery Closed
To Civilized Man

Likw,

S
MOPSY byGLADYS

Explorer Says There Are at
Least Ten Sections Still
Primitive in Extreme.

PARKER
I

THE eUSTOMER
LEFT ME HERE
TO MARK THE
PLACE UNTIL
SHE RETURNS.

Whits jimmy sal afraid be uoaddn't make the team, she kissed bias emit
addl. -Yaw will sari year, tad mother loves you, team or so team."

By KATHLEEN NORRIS
CAN'T
"

you write something about women be" asks
ing just sweet?
a man in Phoenix, Ariz. "My
wife is a fine woman," his letter continues, "but she is so
t think
'
darned dreary! I don
it ever goes through her head
that a man and kids get home
tired, too, and that bad news
and complaints are sort of discouraging
come in.

when

you

first

PERMANENT DEPRESSION
A woman who gets into the
habit of complaining, worrying and sighing when she has
real troubles to endure often
can't change her ways when
the clouds roll by. She is so
used to the dark view of things
that she can't realize that there
is another and a brighter side
to life.
Such a WOMan ii Emma,
who lives in Phoenix, Ariz.
She is a capable, thrifty, dutiful wife and mother, religious
and neighborly, writes her husband. In short, be says, she is
a fine woman, by all outward
standards. But she is hard to
live with because of her perpetual sadness, drabness and
anxiely about the future.
There is an explanation for
her altitude, her husband admits. She bad to endure many
hardships and face many troubles.
All this has worn down Emma's spirit and has given her
a permanently. depressed attitude. Now, when she has no
real worries and a chance at
Last for real happiness, she
seems unable or unwilling to
change her mental habits,

HOME-TOWN ECV.OES

By C. Kessler

Runaway Pup Returns
To Find Master Dead
CHICAGO. -- Blacltie, a black
mongrel _ puppy, came home
after his first overnight disappearance.
But his 13-year-old master was
not there to greet him.
The youth, Joey Craig, had
hanged himself with Blarkie's
collar, despairing that the animal ever would return.

Forget Modesty
When Home Is
Gripped by Fire
Trouserless Men Are Tirr.16
But Women Calm
And Practical.

SEATTLE—False modesty is die
NEW YORK.—There are still vast
of the male, not the female.
curse
areas on the earth about which little
Man can face any crisis—if he haw
man
ed
civiliz
is itnown and in which
his trousers. That is not a psychialive.
is least likely to eucreed—or
trist
speaking. It's Chief William
one
,
Aside from the polar regions
ald of the Seattle Are departFitzger
ten
estplorer says, there are at least
has first hand knowledge
He
ment.
such areas—thousands of miles of Couple Hadn't Spoken to Each of human behavior under pressure.
wide
deep,
mystery—lying like
"In our rescues we've learned
Other in Seven Years,
knowlholes in man's geographical
man's first act upon smelling smoker
ecige.
is not to call the fire department—
ex!They are primitive in the
LAWRENCEBURG, IND. — Wal- but to scramble into his pants.
white ter Kocher, 44, a prosperous farmtreme and the unprepared
telephone—thesa
sustain er, who said he and his wife sel- woman grabs the
man would find it difficult to
her purse. She's calm and very
make
or
r
them
anothe
dom had spoken to one
himself un any of
im- for seven years, ,confessed he had practical," he said.
friends. They are vast tracts of
"We have less trouble with women.
desert
shot and killed her because she Men want to run the show, or they
penetrable jungle, burning
s
plateau
spurned his love-making which insand and bleak forbidding
But tbe
natives volved dragging her by her hair. get panicky ... won't listen.
containing highly provincial
women are gracious and coopera38,
ers
et,
strang
He and his wife, Margar
unfriendly to
Fee
tive. It's a real -pleasure to t
Falling into this category is the had been married 20 years and had them."
China
n
four children, the oldest 19, the
Lob o country of wester
When Re Gets His Pants.
of
where reports said a group
youngest 2. In recent months
the other hand, when the man
On
were
Kocher had become increasingly arrives safely on the sidewalk he's
American fliers crashed and
ry.
citizen
her
local
of
e
the
bitter toward her becaus
enslaved by
more practically clothed than his
Uncharted Areas.
sullenness. He said he .decided she wife. Whereas, before he was exTate,
M.
ey
According to Geoffr
would make up with him or die.
cited while his wife was cairn—now'
ld exHe gave her her last chance Jan- he's honchalant, his wife tmrierred.
New York director of Archbo
peditions, there are ten virtually un- uary 10. She rejected his advances
"But still I say," Fitzgerald said,
charted areas which the flier, if he an a screened porch of their farm "It's a cinch to be brave with your
to
well
do
would
a
rifle
home, and he - shot her with
has any choice,
pants on."
.
avoid in making a forced landing
he had hidden under a couch.
To prove his point Fitzgerald rened
ill-defi
They Include other
He at first told authorities she had called the 300-pound man who tins
ia,
Mongol
areas of China. Tibet,
killed herself, saying he found her idly poked his head from the Ilth
Burma, Indo-China, the central body when he returned from a trip floor of a flaming downtown hoteL
Arabian desttt, the Sahara, central to Harrison, Ohio. Authorities be- Spying hundreds of spectators be-ALstralia, central New Guinea and came suspicious when an autopsy, low he hesitated to use the ladder
central South America.
performed at a Cincinnati hospital, because he was nude. Increasing
for
, The first and worst prob!err
showed that the bullet which en- warmth from behind urged him out
sudin
tht white man who drops
tered her brain could not have been the window, however, and onto The
f
denly, says Tate, is finding himsel
self-inflicted because of its path. ladder.
food and shelter. Then, there is the
Bruises also were found on her
"Now that's not the way a woman
tfusiness of getting along with the body.
would have acted," he con Unwed.
natives.
Kocher broke down and signed a "You don't think of propriety 101m
Many of these "trouble" zones statement in which he said he shot your house is afire. Women don't.
have been crossed only once or his wife while their two youngest Neither do firemen. Men do."
twice by explorers who came back. children, Bobby, 2, and Rita May, 4,
Firemen Not Bashful.
d
to tell what they saw but learne
slept in an adjoining room.
Firemen haven't time to be ba.b.
y
countr
the
next to nothing about
Sheriff F. E. Negengard said the ful but they are polite. The only
100 yards away from the paths they couple was happy'until 1939. Kocher etiquette observed when rescuing
Cautiously followed.
was successful, with a 150-acre scantily-clad women—for instarce
Hot Sand, Little Writer.
•
and a good herd of dairy from a bathtub—is, just don't break
farm
In central Arabia, for example, cattle. Authorities said they did- not down the door.
r
quarte
a
y
imatel
there are approx
know what caused their domestic
"Knock first and say, 'Mem, this
Of a million square miles of hot difficulties.
is the fire department'—then break
isosand, little water, and small,
On the fatal mornidg, Kocher down the door," said the chief.
lated groups of nomadic tribes said, he waited until his son, BerBest example of female self-ccestvhich, Tate said, "would give any nard, 19, had gone to work, and his trol during a fire occurred a few
white man an unpleasant recep- son, Donald, 13, had gone to school. years ago.
tion." He added:
He dragged his wife by her hair
"During a hotel fire we broke
"In any of these'places, when a onto the porch and made advances. through a smoke-filled lobby to the
white man is killed, it's usually his She resisted and they fought. She stairway," Fitzgerald said. "We
own fault.
fell and he took the rifle from its started up—there, coming down
"In Tibet, there are whole towns hiding place beneath the couch and through the smoke was a young
not
and
natives
highly sacred to the
woman leading a dog. In her right
shot her as he stood over her.
open to strangers. In South AmerAfter signing the confession, he hand was a bird cage, and a puree
drink
g
ica. they make a foul-tastin
over her wrist. On her head bobbed
was charged with murder.
called 'cashiri.' The visiting white
would have caught an enormous picture hat. The has
never
"You
man is met outside the village by me by fmgerprints," Kocher said as was the extent of her clothing.
the chief and his associates and he was led away. "I wore gloves."
"Yet her cool thinking had saved
offered a drink.
her life—and undoubtedly her mode
,
smells
and
"As bad as it looks
prized possessions."
the drink should never be refused. Woman Expecting Baby Freed
'If it is, you've got enemies on your
After Slaying Her Husband 113 Wilke' Days Were Lost
!hands."
his
of
much
spent
has
BALTIMORE, MD. — Mildred
I' Tate, who
Strikes In '46,
life exploring the unknown, working Margaret Abney, 21-year-old, exN. — Less than ocie
NG'rO
and
WASHI
ions
pectant mother, was freed a the
with the Archbold expedit
and
the American Museum of Natural charge of murder after she told a per cent of the 4,700 strikes
nearly
History, says these ten areas are federal jury her husband had sug- lockouts in 1946 caused
be
largely unexplored because they gested she "get rid of" her unborn three-fourths of the record loss
working time.
have little or no commercial pos- child.
The government bureau of labor
The panel of bankers and busisibilities to attract the white man.
His best advice is to stay away nessmen announced its verdict statistics reported that all idleness
from these spots. if you have a after an hour and a half of delibera- due to labor-management disputes
tion. Spectators in the crowded amounted to 113 million man-days.
choice.
courtroom shouted and clapped This is triple the prior record high
of 38,025,000 man-days Ion in Ise
When?
their approval!
Mrs. Abney admitted on the wit- and four times the 28,425,000 be
WASHINGTON.—The interior department received this letter from ness stand that she had shot Sgt. 1937, the next highest year.
Out of the total 4,700 work stopa Mrs. Sandelbaum of Brooklyn Jean Richard Abney, 28, of Junction
at
(not otherwise identified): "Dear City, Kans., five times after he pages only 35 involved strikes
InSirs—Will you send me some infor- spurned her attempt to patch up more than 10,000 workers. These
mation. My class is studying about their marriage at Fort George G. cluded such walkouts as those
coal, steel, automobile, r
Meade, Md., last January 5
It."
electrical and maritime ind=

"My wife looks sad all the time.
veil.'AVER
We haven't had it too hard. My
ANOUaT TO
work Is steady. I don't drink or run
A WILL 0'
around nights; we have a ! good
IftEMPI
Emma
But
home and two tine kids.
never cheets up. She looks us over
and sighs. Bob got high marks in
arithmetic this month: she shook her
head and said.she hoped he'd keep
It up. Mary Lou hates studying and
practicing and dishwashing, as all
kids do, but her mother never smiles
or encourages her. She just says
things like 'you'll have them to do
all your life. Life isn't any joke, so
you might as well make up your
mind to it. I don't like it any better than you do.' If I say 'let's go
to • show' she says 'and wear
what' I never have any clothes.'
If! say 'it's a grand night for home
and the fire.' she says, 'but it's not
exactly exciting for a woman who's
been cooped tief in the house all day.'
'•I began by saying Emma'a a fine
O
this fault in herself. She
woman. She is. She keeps my house me of
everyone about her
making
was
spotless, keeps bills down, keeps the
ed, suppressing all the natuwretch
.
eoomed
well-g
and
healthy
n
childre
happiness of her children and
If the neighbors are in trouble she's ral
because a perfectly unworthy
sister,
•MEMOIRS'.
nightat
the one who takes a turn
had done her the great fad
husban
VleaCIDer FORRESTAL
S'
JAME
watching or mothers a baby for •
desert her. There was plenty
to
vor
of
lot
OF SCE AlAVY, AFTER
a
SZV
Se
does
cRETA
she
And
few days.
of money and there were four boys
LEAVIXIG Hal SCACOL
praying, too.
the
of
ro raise, but the dreariness
REPORTER ox 'THE LOCAL Alf')S-A Bard Life Before Marriage.
she had suffered, added to
PAPER-,Al' eEACOM,
"The thing is," the letter ends, affront
characteristic gloom, was too
her
life.
hard
a
had
has
Emma
"that
much for her.
Her folks were the shiftless sort, and
Serenity and Sweetness.
she supported most of them off and
ed that she rise above
suggest
I
on. Her brothers were a steady
herself, always a heroic, but alfirst
the
During
her.
to
anxiety
ways a possible - thing to do, and
years of our marriage her paralyzed
the family by suddenly assumstun
a
had
I
Then
mother was with us.
pose of serenity and sweetness.
a
ing
long illness and when I 'recovered
be only a pose for a while,
would
It
I went into the army as a captain.
of course, but such a pose brings
came
I
When
alone.
being
She hated
such immediate results in enthusiback she gave me a grand party asms and joy to the household, that'
to
and now she really hasn't much
any sensible woman may find herself
worry about. But '(she can't stop turning it into the real thing.
looking
and
ng,
worryi
fretting and
Whether my correspondent of that
anxious and putting the darkest
ever tried it, I don't know. But
day
JUNIOR Tatalki ITV A Gast
HOPES SHE_ CAN AVOID
construction on everything.
1 SLEEPILY ON
did she must have had many
she
if
AND GOiNd AND RAPS OM His SV OF
UP
GETTir
:
JuNIOR
APPARENT
nEastiNG
"You get tired of it. You get
0/.4 mu Tice VALL.C.AL V NM
a chance for interior laughter, watchLY AstaxE AND Ur ruAIG tern siet
darned tired of a person who sets
To eL Q1/11T AND(70 V SLEEP
r..7
completely bewildered faces
'CNN
the
SIGNAL
ing
AS
the
s
remind
MB
sighs,
Ws'
her lips tight,
the incredulous:
hearing
her,
QuiEr
AE
about
what
have
children that we can't
"What on earth's happened to Mothi-ch people have. apologizes foe perbreakfast.
into er? She was laughing at
fectly good dinners and goes
like this,
day
a
loved
she
said
She
gloomy abstractions when she
was free to get at a thoushe
when
I've
all.
at
ng
doesn't hear anythi
sand things she wanted to do at home
tried for years to shake her out
Bill
more here. She said I could have
of it, now I don't know what
said
She
ay.
Saturd
supper
for
a pros- over
to do. But it's not much of
neighpa- we were so fortunate to have
pect. to live with a woman who
Jacksons right next
the
like
bors
you
when
tiently puts up her cheek
door. And when Jimmy said he was
want to kiss her, and if you praise afraid he wouldn't make the team,
To JUNIOR 15 my- ALARmF-P, GETS UPMO
anything she does, begins to tell you
o5)55mr)mess UP AND stiours
she kissed him and said, 'You will
her
,
clothes
GM NO TROTS IN,VERY COt
her
with
WROW.J?
THING
wrong
what's
NurraRs woes r-NE
anyway. And your mothyear.
TO JUN1042 WIC BY NOW
next
and
g
puddin
the
,
AiSWER
house, the market
MiArTER.? '
or no team!'"
team
you,
loves
IS PAST ASLF-EP.441•11.1
er
your tittle girl's hair."
A miracle like this is in the power
•
• •
perform. Oversummary of many a woman to
This comprehensive
can wipe away the gloomy,
she
night
some
way
the
pretty well. describes
Anesthetic
and emerge as
, tire- self-absorbed past,
Lass. Bird
The
wives act. They are patient
pretty quiet tonight,
group.
happy
a
seem
of'
"You
center
me
the
sold
who
a defarmer
pretty girL "Are
less, capable, uncomplaining to
the
darkening the Butcher—The
world,
said
."
the
Roland
of
laziest
Emmas
of spirit
this rooster said he was the
me?"
women
love
often
gree that makes any man
very
you
sure
are
you
scene,
live with a whole
world.
want to kill them. To
real troubles to face. bird in the
"Love you?" Roland explained
no
he
have
lazy
who
how
just
the
wants
say
meek drudge, who only
gotten into their Ass't—Did he
"Good heavens, Rhoda, when we
break into They have simply
is a weari- was?
life
least encouragement to
that
notion
were saying good-by at the gate last
the
rooster
heads
this
said
wrongs,
s lot espe- ButcherYelt, be
mild whining recital of her
woman'
a
your dog bit a piece out of my
and
night
drag
He
some
life.
his
almost the worst domestic tragedy cially bleak, and they are too obtuse had never crowed in
I didn't even notice it till
and
leg,
crow
t
ltitt waited for another one
at can befall a man.
inative to get it out.
I got home!"
unimag
and
head.
his
wrote
nodded
and then
$ome years ago a woman
c
Gamblers All
More Blind Babies
Natural History
manager heard that the clerk,
The
deto
An Increase in the number of
asked
when
A boy at school,
had a car and asked him how he;
blind babies born every year is
said:
Har- scribe a kitten,
afford it with four children.
could
fur
of
noted by D... Merrill J. King
muddle
"A kitten is a little
that's easy," said the clerk..
ity.
univers
"0.
nothing
vard
at
that rushes like mad
ed at
Dr. King lays the increase in num- whatever—and stops before it gets "There are 500 of us employ
this factory. I raffle my wages ev- 1
ber of babies bora blind (retrolenta) there."
1
cry week at a dollar a chance."
fibroplasial to the fact that the affliction occurred mostly in babies
Too Tight
Busybody Police
born prematurely. He said improved Teacher—Robert, give me a sene
possibl
surJudge—Can't this case be settled!
made
had
"fasincubation
word
the
s
include
tence which
out of court?
vival of premature infants who a cinate.
Kelly—Sure. that's what we
decade ago would not have !lied. !t Robert (after deep thought)—My
honor, when the
"Medical treatment is very unsat- father has a vest with ten buttons on trying to do, your
red.
interfe
es
conclud
Police
hi
eigbt.
Isfactorv."
It. but be can only fasten
'She sower cheer, we."

'Cave Man' Murders
His Reluctant Wife
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REMOTE CONTROL By Gluyas Williams
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FEED YOUR COWS FOR DAIRY PROFITS

INTERNATIONAL
BUTTERFLY
DAIRY FEED
Milk Cows produce in quality and quantity only in propo:d.ion to the feed yoe
suppfy. Sweet, rich, feed will produas
sweet, rich, milk and INTERNATIONAL
BUTTERFLY .DAIRY FEED is a high quality, straight grain, rich, Sweet Dairy Feed
and it recommended by thousands of
Dairymen throughout the Southern States.
Buy this feed lot tested Dairy feed today.

•

IUY
INTERNATIONAL
MITTURYDARYAM

See ;your
dewier
today
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EaDrNSEUEG NEWS
Mrs. Mattie Shephela has returned home' after, spending
several weeks in Detriot with
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hill of
getriot spent the week end
with his mother, Mrs. Joe Stallings and other relatives in the
county.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Vasspent the week end with
taw
Or. and Mrs. Joe Smith.
• Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Grace
ti
7nd son, Curtis, Grace. Bobby
and Katherine Culp were visitors in Como and Paris. Tenn.
on Sunday.
0. L. English was a visitor
in.Metrray Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Smith
of Paducah spent Tuesday with
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Culp.

Bring The Whole Family
To Benton Each
Wednesday For The

refrigerators
New
electric
and electric stoves. H. C. Lucas
Furtiture Company.
Just received a car load of
new electric washing machines.
H. C. Lucas Furnture Co.
'
BUSINESS CIRCLE MEETS
MONDAY NIGHT, JUNE 2
_
The business circle of .the
Briensburg Baptist Church ITIRI
Monday night June 2nd with
. Rox-al
Mrs. Ovie English. Tb,
Service was vivo]; with ' Mrs.
English in charge of the program A short business meeting
was held. Refreshments were
served.Those present included Mrs.
Mrs. Aubrey
Noles.
Albert
Grace, Mrs. Max Bohannon. Jr.
Mrs. Wallace Chandler: Miss
Margaret Chandler and Mrs.
Ovie English.
Cookers. Canners,
Pressure
wash-tubs,
No. 2 galvanized
Bail tubs, and cream separators
. Soy beans and Sorghum seed
Hybrid seed corn, Stock peas,
at Heath Hardware & Farm. Co
BRIENSBURG W. S. C. S.
NET WEDNESDAY
The W. S. of C. S. met at
Methodist
Briensburg
the
afternoon
church. Wednesday
May 28.
-The subject of discussion was
'A Child And His Family,. A i
interesting program was
regented.
*Tans are being made for a,t
Baiarr to be held on the Court
Square on Saturday. June 14.

•I

Reduced PRICES on .Red Ce
at Heath's fldwe. & Furn., Co.
dar Chests at Heath's Hdwe &
Furniture Company.

vivA

.4,30

Sponsored By V.F. W. And Benton Merchants
The Merchants are showing their appreciation for

the Local Stores

Shop

and . pTace your coupons

your purchases.

in a 'box.

Help the local merchants,
and help yourself.

Mason Grocery

Phillips Chevrolet Company

Sledd Texaco Station

Western Auto Asso. Store

J & M Service Station

Nelson Rexall Drugs

Cornwell's Cut Rate Store

Butler's Grocery

Joe Morris Furniture Company
Hutchens Bar-B-Q & Ice Cream

Myers & ElkinsGrocery

Marshall County Service Station

that's because
FORD DEALERS
KNOW ;ORDS
BEST!

Benton Cleaners

Riley & Treas

National Store

Emerine & Malin Sport Center

Benton Service Station

2eerless Cleaners

Henderson & O'Daniel
Q-X Service Station s& Lunch Room
Kinney Motor Company
Benton Coffee Shoppe

Treas Lumber Company

Telephone 3451
Hi. lisomilmliP
Kinney Motor Co. Benton,
•
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hav ing fresh jam
tt•!. batter Or ,supiter, and me mains were buried 'neath my
1 v:izb the sneaking , fondness for °le' 'tree, away from the cur81 Mary
t . t.r t‘t tin ee plate-fulls,
re- ious eyes ,of the elder, sisters.
•
turned, to discover
had not Guess the !Old Tree' would tell
' the last
Monday evening:
garment from the Monday's wash -even been missed! Today, there yau the tightest spot the little
a soft legendary glow girl was ever in, was the time
has been folded away for toto she hid behind the parlor or.morrow's ironing. The potatoes °l.
's",
al a "VI of jam —
merrnen;
there
.wa
s'
gan when the bossy sis' -sweetthe
old
(new ones) have been ,put on
to cook, to. take away that po- 'trouble tree' still 'gallant and heart proposed! I had to sneeze
tato-ery look I've sprinkled protecting. Gee, could that tree and since that time of times I
- sneeze!
doem a :mite with paprika
the talk! Maybe it would tell you hurt all over when - I
seeds did, fine, fresh fallen of a little girl go big, so old Any Way, I remember the orrolled out and there
rain
ater from the barrel. once she sassed her mother, gan
ne. It was • like
beheld
tied
Ince
they
to
strings
horseshe
My visit over. the' week end at
the ole' place has ;been good flies and let the hens eat them, going through •fiscal court for
'simple: something like a 'drink then she'd jerk the fly out:, me, but for months' I acted the
to myof 'comfort powders'
Ever that was when the little girl angel sister, but smiling
- take a dose? The directiOns are was drehming of being a sur- self as I knew the exact date
simple somehing like a drink geon — a great surgedlt. But t-tf the. apprOacking 'wedding!!!
of sweet spring, water, with a she decided different when. the. Any was' 'the visit - was'very
generous tho't of cheerfulness' "le' adorable gent peeped from nice, and even it did 'most
and thanksgiving. Good for ibehind the paper he was read- break ',my heart to again see
ing — I guess she decided to every little ,spot dear to me,
the mind, heart and soul!.
'comfortl
be an inventor, an inventor- of, I went ,along with a merry
Yes, these doses of
powders' Are 'all make belief cool-soothing creams to be ap- heart!
I plied to $addleed-places'. Then, This, 'N That: Tuesday. nnow
and naturally Biblical!
Baby Marilyn's birthBut,,, to go again down home! the tree would tell you how the it is
'tic gojng over with a
(the Tom Harrison's) , its itnist little girl's first love affair (at day
a soul and heart refresher. To ten), maybe you could unearth whiz. The cake 'tis ,pretty • as a
r) over the old chiidhood from the roots of this Ole' tree peach. Made by daughter Pat.
rornpIng groUnd, accompanied You'd find a broken perfume All white With two tiny pink
ty roar own dear little brood:! vial, a black cotto.a.estocking,I candles. If she could thank you
down they the spring, I led them and a Crumpled nole; all safe! for a memory she'd ;member .
carefully they shouldn't stum- in a - corked bottle!! See the lovingly: Mrs. Cliff Trews: Mrs.
ble, you couldn't trip . me, no, bean, as I remember brought; Fred Hunt, Mrs. Tom Harrison.
even after 22 years of fres.; me a dime bottle of perfume,! Mrs.,.Paul J2tuit:ton and Jimmie,
psissing on that good earth,' knowing my .mother arid dad Baby Phih Mariba and Sharon
the tow-heads
ye' tvritter can still point out would maybe scold or the older lvichols, and
ever rock and rill, the wild sisters tease I Carried it' home here. Its the New Gray Bonnet
'erns and the grape vine swing, from school in. the top of my high an' ,mighty for such Swell
`'le little neck of woods- Where stocking — fate would have it folks as the Bill Morgans of
when I was ten. I decided life for me to fall, breaking the Pine Ridge, Ark., who Will re- 1
wal over for me. and I left cheerished gift, skinning my ceive a copy of Ye Gle' Trithe
hire! But remembering that knee leaving the nostalgic odor bune in Monday's

N. CHURCH GROVE

•

}.1;1- (...;:"V1S
- • will
add for such swell folks
of In•i;..ift-Molis, Ind. • tis as the Q C Hiiiits, theselines
light shoulders: for t t special° are a I especially written.
-.
brother-in-law, Fred
unt, who ,
passes another . birthd y tumor- SHOWER HONORS
low, June. 4. And g rlands ."of MRS. RAYMOND 'HUNT
. _ .
white Asters for. the ifirack if
risons, who will obser 'e .a wedMrs. Gene Hunt was hostess
dieversary this June Oth.
to, a s ork shoWer honoring 'Mrs
"
Wednesday, over lute in the Raymstind Hunt on Route' 3 on:
Ole' ',paper office Of run this Saturc ay, May,'31.
Those present and sending
column to a finis
- who
tbinik
not' me' with ;•Lfts, •:ere:,
so many vbir rrktd, to s•.•‘• hello
Me---s and Mesclarrli.:s Jack
to up and dqwr the. .rec.4
0:ittne I, Asbury Vaughn, Hurjust wonder how
s. Harve. t-y 131nliirant, Dal Riley.'DewRiley is iecuperating rover' that. itt: FItls.,y.1 Ralt-Ji Vaughn, Mt'
recent illness
nitty
Holley Clle. Lee Cott
,I'll see
All you heir jr h0 , is. who sl '1(4
S:rith. Guy Hper..
caught the biggest fish
gee t Gus owden. Clarence Elli,.•
I can't. write. thers: ries",
.Pau-' Fred Rose, Holland Rose, Jo)
line Hiett to the bea ity parlor SuthexIland, R. H. Smith. A. ,
— again — and Chloe Jane Riley. Clint Cole. Charlie Cole..!
Riley passing by
. . shucks Barne. Stone:, Wesley Stone
let. the Editors run this to press Aare* Ivey, Ralph Dotson, ar :
.
— and fish too
ttot.
. ;too:Many
good friends on thel street to
M_Hondersoo..
sit cooped up in her
.
Al,t • N I rsov.
Lovett,;
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INN FEC1AL HOME

L

Garden plow s, hoes, rake
Mat/belle Walk.
• Rachael Foals. Vera and anti bulk garden seed, suit
ilt I„ Hdwe. & Furn. Co.
,
j-,ssie Barker.
and
Ovetta
Darnell,
Charlene
SIGN
Ftizzell. Ella and 'Norma
•
'Road
Window * Trak
al o !,n ISOSe,
inpa5fi'. Bob a4,10
Your Local Man
Donna Harper. BrenJo.
CHALMER ETHRIDGI
: ..aor and Dale Vaughn. Dial 4491
Benton, Ky.

Gifts For
Fathers Day
IV,

'
BENTON. KY

I

Amramsomr.
r000©00©600000cxxxx:xpo.

;4!

See
These
For
DA D

a
Eiearic Razors
Shaving Sets

AMBULANCE SERVICE
L.% In; ASSISTANT
PtakiNE. 29.A

•

Pipes
Tobacco

Nelsons Rexall Drug Store

li

Benton

Kentucky
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Strawberries A Plenty!!
Save that FLAV()R and COLOR by storing your
Winter Supply in dile of our New Frozen Food
Lockers.

•

Marshall County •Locker Plant
Benton

Kentucky
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WATERFIELD for GOVERNOR

tt,

EVERYBODY IS INVITED TO HEAR THIS
YOUNG MAN FRAI WEST KENTUCKY

A

.WHEN?
WilEEE?

cc.)

THIS 1940 CHEVROLET IS
-SEVEN YEARS OLD-!!!!
A OOD EXAMPLE

SATURDAY, JUNE 14, AT, -2 P.-41:
.ECOURT SQUARE .AT MURRAY'

Harry Lee' Waterfield of Clinton, Ky., is a Native of Calloway County and. He has Chosen His .Home
Community as- the Place to sLaunch His Campaign
for the Democratic Notnination fortGovernor of'Kenz
tucky. West Kentucky Has Never Had the Honor of
Electing a Governor From This District. Let's Prove
to Harry Lee Waterfielu That We're Backing Him
To Winli

•

d

3
3
5

1

WE'LL WIN WITH WATERFIELD

I Waterficid Has A Message For
1
75@ Os At The Campaign Opening
00© .June
14, 2 P.It
Murray,
Ky
©
e©
,
.
©
@
Calloway Committee for Harry Lee Waterfield :
S
.
For Governor. ,c) ©

OF WHAT Lir WILL DO
IT HAS TO BE GOOD IT'S GUARANTEED

PHILLIPS CHEVROLET CO.
Benton
•Kentucky
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WRIGHT A.
PATTERSON

W'(' gerelee. 18,6 Eye Street, N. W.
Washing-ten, B. C.
WASHINGTON — President Tern
man held his 100th White House
Press and radio conference recentla
He said he had enjoyed them all
The reporters, he said, had been
fair, had reported tha facts.
Thank you, Mr. President.
"How have I been?" he might
hay.' asked,us, but didn't.
On the way back from the White
House that windy 100th day. Rom^
of us discussed
the question. That
100th conference
was the first since
his Florida trip
began
which
• when the Sacred
Cow winged its
way from the naairport.
tional
some 30 minutes
after Mr. Truman
left the chamber
of the house of
representatiwes
where he had de
livered his histoBakhags
ric message.
Meanwhile, the new declaration of
American policy had wakened thousands and thousands of words, spoken and printed in every nation Ind
in almost every newspaper in the
world. Diplomats, generals, statesmen, people big and little, had
quaked or exulted. So we naturally
looked for something very hot to
write about as a result of our first
White House ,conference thereafter.
We didn't get it.
We did hear former Ambassador
to Poland Arthur( Bliss Lane's blast
against Communism; we found out
that the President was a left-haeded
bowler (he )ackjust been presented with a howling alley); we were
assured that he was concerned about
rising prices: we listened to him express the hope that industry would
see "the handwriting on the wall"
and stop an upward spiral which
would bring forth renewed wage

of type that almost always api;,.a red
after a Roosevelt news conference.
We wondered why Lo, king back
riser the hundred conferences with
Mr. Truman, we agreed they had
been pretty good, But of late, we
agreed, it required a bit eg digging
to get the news. Roosevelt usually
gave us something which, even 11
it wasn't news, had a strong human*
interest appeal. Even if it were only
a striking simile like the one Roosevelt used in connectioe with lendlease
. (You may remember, he said that
if a neighbor's house was on fire.
you naturally would lend him your
hose if his weren't long enough, not
only to help him save his home but
also to keep your own from catching fire. And you wouldn't demand
payment for its use. After the fire
was out the neighbor would give
back the hose or pay for it with
whatever he had to offer in return.)
Even the anti-Roosevelt papers
would have to report stories like
that, whether they agreed with the
idea behind them or not.
And if Roosevelt hadn't any specific comment on the important
news of the day, he frequently would
make use of a parable or give us a
homily, which showed us how he
was thinking on the subject, something that managed to get his ideas
over and furnish us with the background we needed to interpret the
daily hapeenings.
We talked the 100th press conference over, lamenting that nothing
had come out of it which would clarify the Greek-Turkish aid program.
We regretted that President Truman
hadn't injected a little more of himself into the meeting. It would have
been to the advantage of the news
folk, the program itself, the people who were trying to get support
for it.
Of course, there was reason for
Truman's reticence. He had
ben criticized early in his administration for answering some questions too glibly. He had suffered

EDITOR'S NOTE: This nowsPaPer,
through special arrangement with the
Washington Bureau of Western Newspaper Vision at 1616 Eye Street. N. W..
trashington, D. C.; it able to brixa
readers this weekly column on Problems of the veteran and serviceman
and his family. Questions may he addressed to the above Bureau and the,
will be answered a a suhsequera ,olmom. No replies can be made direct by
moil,but only in the column U hich will
appear to this new> paper regularly.

NEW BLOOD FOR AILING FOAL ... Blood transfusions are no novelty now, even in the animal world. This tiny colt, suffering from a
joint infection, is being eV en,a blood traosfusion.

British Draft Extended
GERMAN'':
Strikes for Food

Released by WeYtern Newspaper

other 2.013 mines under federal cons
trol have reopened. It is estimate!
I that coal output has been reduce,
Coal miners in Germany's Ruhr
der,
' absarlonLersiLexthwibsy the closi gosrto
area are striking for larger food
who was testify
their
and
themselves
rations for
Brit_ .i ng before a house labor subco
families. This region is in the B
mittee when Secretary Krug issu
ish zone. More than 300.000 miners
the order, commented,
have been off the job at various
"1 point out that Secretary Krug
times in demonstrations against
Questions and Answers
- doing now what he should hayk
1s
food
inadequate
consider
what they
Q. 1 lest a son on Lawson Island
done ever since the safety code b4
allowances. Most of the Ruhr's 170
started to el- in 1945. I get his Insurance each
He's
came
effective.
mines have been idle at some time
force his own code after Ill deaths.' month, a small check. What I would
or other during the past two weeks.,
like to know is, is there any way I
The Ruhr is the heart of industrial
COLD get a lump sum of about $3.000
iron
and
coal
Germany. containirg
or $4.000 at once so I could buy a
mines, steel mills and other heavy
home or farm—Mrs M M , Lubindustries.
Ashes from the furiously eruptine bock, Tex.
British authorities have been ap- Mount Hekla are ruining pasturio
A. No, there is no way for you to
pealing, for the most part futilely. In a large area around the cond.
the insurance payments unchange
job.
the
on
remain
to the 'miners to
which is situated in southern Icerevises the law. A reThe situation has been getting land. The volcanic dust is thrsk less congress
law provided
worse for some time, largely as a Inches thick, and constantly getersigj cent revision of the
could change their
result of British inability to obtain, deeper. It is feared that 17 farmk that servicemen
so beneficiaries
and transport large enough quanti- 20 to 30 miles from the volcano. will insurance policies
sums, but this
lump
receive
could
.
min—
a
maintain
fies of foodstuffs -to
be ruined.
applies only to veterans who change
Heavy
imum subsistence diet.
ale
craters
Three main volcanic
death. It is posworkers feel the lack even more active. Streams of lava two mil their policies before
sible that you might use these monthacutely, and trouble has been brew- wide and 48 feet high are flowi
I
ly checks as collateral for the loan
oil; all winter.
from the mountain. Boulders hurl
output
coal
has into the air explode like artilleey of • lump sum in order to purchase
Curtailment of
serious consequences, not only for shells. Farmers are -slaughtering • home or a farm.
Q. We would like to get our son
Germany. but for 13 ')uropean their livestock and moving out gi
oat of the army. We sigued his pacountries now receiving 10 per cent the ash-coverd area.
pers but since h:s enlistment we
of the German coal production.
have suffered financial reverses and
Electric power reductions soon will
his father Is seriously Iii. The boy
become necessary in these nations,
at
made
tits
being
are
Tests
it is feared. In an effort to ease the Washington, D. C. and Chicago air- is needed here at home much more,
situation, British authorities are ports to determine how practies1 I am sure, than he is needed in the
rushing all available food from the ground approach control meth- army. Can you tell us what to de?
C., Ocala, FLs,
other parts of their zone.
od is for commercial aviation This —.Mrs. A. N.
bet is for your son
best
Your
A.
by
the
method, found successful
army and slava( air corps, emplo4.s to tell his immediate commanding
radar to guide planes to a sate officer, his personnel officer and his
chaplain of the conditions at home
Recognizing the threat to peace landing.
and if he can prove what is called
Experiments will be conduc
that the Russian foreign policy prea hardship or dependency case,
sents to Britain, as well as to all also at New York and eventually
there is • chance he may be rethe world, the parliament passed a other leading airports. The test
leased. Since in many cases the
peacetime conscription bill, dis- rind will continue, according
tasteful as this is to the Labor gov- Civil Aeronautics administration of- army •sks the Red Cross to investiernment. A curious alignment com- ficials, until it is determined to whit gate such cases, it might be well
for you to contact your local Red
bined to force passage of the bill as extent radar could be used to s
Conservatives joined with Laborites plement or substitute for instrumett Cross and enlist their aid for a re‘ewspaper men and radio casters crowd
port which they can send to your
to vote the act through. There was landings.
Inman in one of his 100 press conferences.
son's commanding officer to back up
embarrassment on both sides, for
ory.
hisQ.stA
re- many of the Labor party _members
demands; we asked for but got "no from spontaneous
Are members of the WAC ell.
comment" on a number of bills "in sult he is now perhaps leaniiig a had voted against conscription at
the beginning of the war. The Conthe works" because the President little too far backwards.
gible to take a course in vocational
Churchwon't talk about "pending legislarehabilltatien7—Mrs. J. D., McAlese
The White House press and radio servatives, led by Winston
tion"—and he applied the same rule conference is a great institution. It ill, reluctantly favored a bill sponter. Okla.
they ardently
to the Greek-Turkish affair.
provides a medium for bringing the sored by the party
A. Yes, since they were made •
pacidislike. Liberals and certain
We also were handed a good laugh peotile and their government nearer
of the U. S. army under Public
part
Laborites voted "no" on bill.
out of comment on the famous faux together than any other medium fist
Law 110.
extends
bill
service
national
The
pas made by Gael Sullivan, deputy which exists, except perhaps the rarQ. Is there any provision for legal
the present conscription laws for
chairman of the national Democrat- er "fireside chat." Nothing like it
aid at the expense of the governyears beyond January 1. 1949
ic committee while the President exists ,anywhere else in the world. five
ment If a veteran is not getting
provides for 18 months of active
was away. Sullivan almost disrupt- But it is not an easy thing to handle. It
men 18 to 26, and
coming to him!—A. J. R.,
all
for
what's
service
ed "bi-partisan foreign policy" by The correspondents are there to get
Norfolk, Va.
five and a half years of part-time
writing to the Republican national every scintilla of news which they
service.
A. There is no law which provides
committee chairman and asking for think will interest their readers and
that the government shall pay for
a joint statement supporting the Tru- listeners. The President is there to
the services of a lawyer in behalf
reveal only what he thinks is his
man plan on Greek aid.
of any veteran. However, if a vetWhen somebody asked if Sullivan duty to release in the public good.
and eighteen govconsiders the services of a lawhundred
Five
eran
is
to
his
he
present
also
there
And
was
there
resigning
of
was thinking
coal mines
and he is not inclined
soft
necessary
ed
all
side
ofyer
that
ernment-operat
his
so
adquestions
considerable gaiety.
to retain a personal attorney, it may
ministration- appears in the best have been closed down as unsafe by
There were a number of other
be borne in mind .that associated
Secretary of the Interior Krug.
light.
auestions which elicited some minor
with each selective service system
President Roosevelt was a past They will remain closed for an instories but no screaming headlines
master at the art. He seldom re- definite period, until inspections inlocal board, there is an advisory
fused to anseer a question, for that dicate that they are "reasonably
board for registrants, which: may
just meant "no news." He preferred safe." Representatives of miners'
have one or more lawyers in its
Here's Point for
Miss
Asia
.
BOTTLE BABIES .
to feint and dodee in a manner unions also will pass on the safety
membership. In many communities
Roads
Better
Gunderson feeds three baby Cali- the American Legion, Amvets and
that produced some kind of an an- element in each mine.
Last year. some 34.677.000 tons of swer which would suit his ends.
fornia black bears, shich we e
About 40.000 miners are employed
Veteians of Foreign Wars provide
mile were hauled over rural roads President Truman has chosen to go in the 518 dangerous mines. The
found in the redaten forests neer 'free legal service for veterans and
Sge
to
and
given
Calif.,
on the journey to milk plants and into a clinch rather than feint or greatest risk. Secretary Krug said,
Willits,
also in many communities there- is
dealers, according to a report from risk a wild haymaker.
Francisco zoo.
is from explosive gas and dust. The
a local bar committee on war work
the Public Roads administration citfor veterans. The American Bar ased by Charles M. Upham of the
sociation has assisted in organizaAmerican Road Builders' insociation of such local committees to proPoe.
vide for legal assistance to memFigures show the nation is us•
bers and veterans of the armed
trig 13 billion pounds more of mi'k
forces and their dependents. State
and various dairy products arprrsbar associations also have provided
the
During
era-jean in prewar years.
a mwiltdteoews.
com
i ram
g.ila
sim
prewar years, 1936 to 1940. the averWASHINGTON.—As evidence of—
of • World War
M7.!reland,
Northern
and
age yearly tonnage of milk gong the huge amounts of American I $86.500,000 went to people in Canada, Britain
and other British II marine. I received 'government
over rural roads was 21.287.009. in money being poured into foreign Mexico and Latin America: $1.900-- 400,000; Bermuda
ur the Caribbean. 42. insurance up until I recent', re1945. 101.5 billion pounds of mills countries, the commerce department 000 to Africa; $60,000,000 to Asia, dependencies
married. Since then I have. not re511,700.000.
Canada.
200,000;
other
and
to
Australia
and
$4,700,000
returning
were sold from farms,
estimates that residents of the Unitmy monthly payment or any
cetsed
Persons in Greece, for which
$3.070.380.000 to our farmers, a good ed
States sent $296,900.000 to Pacific ocean islands.
word. Is it possible payments are
Among individual countries. Mex- gress now is considering loan
percentage of their annual cash in- friends and relatives in other counat the time of a widico got the largest sum, $44,000,000. got $11,000.000 from people in this discontinued
come.
tries during 1948. In addition, gift
ow's remarriage?—Mrs. R. T. C.,
money
of
this
represented
Much
country. The sum of 310.300.000 aknt DaAytoyno
The highway plays the major role parcels valued at $125,500,000 were
ataBeistit, Eta,
earned in this country by Mexican
Sweto
to
Switzerland.
$10.700,000
in the transportation of milk from sent abroad ;,last year.
should hay.
farm
workers—largely engaged in
the farm n to the plaht or dealer—
The actual; money sent was $10,- work—and sent home to their fami- den, $10.300,000 to Spain and 94.400.• no effect on your veteran husband's
points
and to the customer, Upham
Insurance and you should continue
000 to Palestine.
500,000 more than in 1945 and $100,- lies.
out. Forty-nine of our large. cities 000.000 more than in 1944, the deto receive it. Suggest you write to
United States residents sent
folas
Other
went
out
large
sums
receive every drop 01 milk by high- partment said.
to Russia and the same amit the Insurance Division of the Vet000
lows:
as'.. as•cha 54.090 communities that
Italy, $26,000,000; China, $20,000,- to Egypt, the smallest sums recrird- erans' Administration. Washington
Nearly half of the 1946 money, or
depend upon the highway for their.
went to Europe, while 000; Hongkong, 924,600,000; Great ed for any place listed in the repprt. 8. D. C.
9143,1100,000,
se ?ire food supply.

ICELAND:
Ash Ruins Farms

RADAR:

BRITAIN:
Peacetime Draft

COAL MINES:
Closed as Dangerous
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Courteous
Union

INFLATION HARMS SAVER,
BENEFITS GOVERNMENT
A reader, George Treadwell. sec- .
retary of Rotary club No. 1, Chicago, sends me an authorless clipping which, he says, sounds like
something I had written. The little
story, was supplied to the Rotarian
by Dan D Clinton of Houston, Tex.,
who said he had heard or read it.
pitmen t.
Thanks for the
"Tread." but I cannot claim to he
the daddy of the waif, although I
wish I could. That little piece so
aptly describes the conditions of
these times—today, tomorrow and
next year—that I am swiping it to
pass along to other-readers. Here.it
is as printed in the Rotarian under
the title, "What's Inflation7":

As of March 1. applications from
veterans for education ard training
under laws administered by the Veterans' administration totaled 5.842,290, VA announced.
Of this nurnber, 5.1g2,523 had applied for educate:I arid training under the G.I. bill and 659.767 for vocational rehabilitation under Public
Law 16 for disabled veterans.
In February, for the first time
since the program got underway
In July. 1944, applications for on-thejob training showed a decrease totaling slightly /nom_ than 2.000.•
School and college courses accounted for 71 per cent of all trainees,
All World War IT veterans with 90
days active service and a discharge
other than dishonorable are eligible
for education and training under the
G.1. bill and veterans with less than
90 days service if discharged for
service-incurred disability are eligible. The benefits include a calendar
year of education plus the equivalent.
of the time spent in active service
between September 16, 1940, and the
end of the war, with a maximum of
48 months.
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First Singer—Did you notice how
night!
my voice filled the halj last
Slacond Singer—I noticed several
people leaving to make r0Orn for
it.
Press Time
this is the cider Press,

Former—And

ma'am.
City Vintor—now interesting. And
hex do you run off the next edaeoial
--That's That!
Mack—Any similarity between
and a human being is purely
coincidental.
Jack—Thanks, and we're not

you

even related.
---- There's the barber who uses his
scissors for sheer pleasure.
Natural Result Teacher—Fritz, your essay titled
"Mother" is just the same as your
brother's.
Fritz—Yes'm; you See we have
the same mother.

•

"A man who ran a small
chicken ranch needed wheat for
his chickens, so be went to work
for a farmer one day a week.
The farmer paid him 1.5 a day.
He used the $5 to buy wheat
from the farmer at $1 a bushel.
So, every day be took home five
bushels of wheat.
"One day he said to the farmer, 'I've got to have more
DOGS, CATS, PETS, ETC.
money. I'm Aetna to charge y ou
— --_
REGISTERED LITTER ENGLISH SET$6 a day for my work.' I know
TER PUPPIES, Peerless Ghost blood
how ills.' said the farmer, 'I've
Imes Reservations accepted April 15 de
satI livery. Terms if desired GuaranteedIowa..
got to have more money for my
isfaction. 11.0. Dos 421. Davenport,
wheat. Starting today, wheat
will cost you $1.20 a bushel.' So
FARMS AND RANCHES
the man worked one day a week
OWNER SAYS SELL, '
for the farmer, and at the end
All or part of 1.300 acre plant/Mesh bioSledge and Crenshaw. Miss. Rich
of the day took !some five bush- ,•tween land
Terms. (110. W. MILIEU.
' delta
els of wheat.
1111 Victor Bldg., Mamma CISy C. Mart.
"A little while later, the man
HELP WANTED—MEN
said his wages would have to to
INSTRUCTOR with HE. Decree with 50
up to $7.50 a day — and the
hours in agriculture for Veterans Profarmer put the price of wheat
gram Salary $3.000 plus travel. Ay Is
J. F. DROWN, Hollaad High IsWialit
up to $1.50 a bushel. So the man
rime MN
Molistad. Wa.
continued to work one day a
week with the farmer and at the
' HOME FURNISHINGS as APPLL
end of the day he brought home
Deers. (inside & out. windown. sheetreek,
five bushels of wheat.
asbestos siding, bathtubs, lavatories, commodes, kitchen sinks Imme del. .Free
"After a while his wages got
pamphlet Illaindag tires- Leitrim's. teas.
up to $19 a day, and he paid $2
FOR W. We send complete parts to tsake
a bushel for his wheat. The
Beautiful Table LAMP anyone can assemfarmer said to his wife, 'Isn't it
ble. Only screwdriver required. 1014RICK CO.. Si! E. Ittk St.. New *reek.
wonderful! I'm getting twice
as much for my wheat as I used
INSTRUCTION
to.' The man with the chicker
NAVIDAYWTII •
NiEW
ORLFAWS
ranch said to his oile, 'Isn't it
MARINE, NGENEERING SCHOOL
Preparation for all grades of
wonderful? I'm getting twice
Marine Licenses.
the wages I used to get.'
G I Aisproted —
Caul'HMI
$W leagasia• Street
"Puzzle — who's ahead? Nobody. Who's behind? The people with savings in the bank.
DM win Bring Oar PYRAMID PUZZLE.
The people with government
61.00 brings an assortment of puzzles
bonds. The people with insurVICTOR FRUITIER*
Passali4 H. J.
Colainbia Aye.
IS
ance policies."
It is at that $2 a bushel wheat
price, and the $10 a day wage scale
that Senator Taft suggests we stabilize our economic standards. To
do so means just what this little
story so aptly illustrates. It would
standardize the dollar at about 30
cents as compared with predepreslion values.
There is one who will win. That
one is our Uncle Samuel. He has
sold billions of dollars of war bonds
to his nieces and nephews. They
patriotically invested the savings
they made from their predepression
100-cent dollars, but at a 60-cent
dollar value. Now it is suggested
that Uncle Samuel pay off the
nieces and nephews in 30-cent value
a
T tmay
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those who have only the savings of
gr011ein
100-cent dollars on which to live, FOR SALE: New r111461 Laundry
$1,200 per week. Modern 14 Unit Court
whether those savings be invested Gas Station and Restaurant. Independent
per
Station Pumping 20,000 gal
in Uncle.Sain's war bonds, in sav- Gas
month Modem Court and Liouor Store
farms
bean
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ings accounts, insurance policies or Several good cotton, corn
42 room Hotel. Restaurant & city
other things from which returns do Modern
Utility Store. Write' J. D. SIDWELL.
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difference between a 100-cent and a
SEEDS, fl.ANTS, ETC. 30-cent dollar. On that deal Uncle
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'ARMED INSURRECTION'
CANNA Rails. "The President" larg•
An illuminating paragraph from beautiful red King Humbert 'renew 13 r”. r
HIthe Communistic textbook, issued 100. MRS. GEO, MANILLA. Jonesboro.
as instructions to party workers by
the Third International, with headquarters in Moscow: "The task of
the party is to lead the working
class to the revolutionary struggle
for power. This is done by carrying
on propaganda in favor of increasingly radical slogans, and by organizing mass action, including strikes
and demonstrations, strikes and
armed demonstrations, and finally
the general strike with armed insurrection." In America the party
They think their baeaseese, lag puns. reams
workers have reached the stage of
up wirita, painful peasagas are due primarily to
Lbw kidnsva. That's not so: LA. nisi maw is
"strikes and demonstrations." and
woad y 1,1atidly arroatuttut.'Ia aorlvesseyouself•
are moving towards "armed demdo ties:smirk from Kiiney-stimulant-se%7
to Fries' (the new kioney-bladder) Pine.
onstrations."
stimulate kidney.. too; BUT FAR MO/LZ 1 •
• • •
PORTAIsnr they have•powered. dime mit
effect to allay bladder =Slane.. Yoell
sive-LiLe
MANUFACTURERS, large
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scoter issuing relief. Ask druggut for Foes
Pill, to be sure to get pills with bladder sod.
their prices In order to increase
uye-ricuon. Unless you had theca far nom
MONEY
their earnings beyond a "stay in
satuiactory. ,L4.11:BLE
BACK.
business" point, are helping to invite that inflation of which we are
so fearful.
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THE soap box orators of Trafalgar Square, London, had much to
do with socializing England. Will
we permit the sanicahing to happen
here'
• • •
TOURING can be e,,,t 'able until
goes fiat
• • •

a tire

WE ean have freedom for the
workers, the right of each Individual to work at the job he
wishes, only after congress has
sutlawed the closed shoe and
ilia, elect off system
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Duke McCale, private detective, is
guarding the weddlne presents at the
Bigelow mansion! While heels talking
with viealthy Old Miss Adelaide Bigelow,
they hear a shot. • A moment later, Curt
Vallaincourt, the bridegroorato.be. dies
In the front hallway. McCale slips away
before (be police arrive, and hurries to
Vallaincourre apartment to search it for
clues. There be meets Shari Lynn, a
singer, mid former wife of Vallaincourt.
She apparently knows of the shooting,
and betrays herself under 51cCale's
clever questioning. Re notes that she
wears a green dress as did the woman
he saw running away from the scene.
Shari admits that she was nearby when
VallaIncourt was shot.

CROMER

,
.
levy in a Manner - that insured the
detective of every detail.
"You think then," the lieutenant
0 was
queried when at last McCal
d afsilent, "that there was- an
fair between them? Something in
your telling it makes me feel you
are convinced that it was net too
recent—something flaring up iagain
after a long time."

IX

1 •
He closld his
McCale nodded.
one,
opene
eyes a moment, then
as if the other still shuttered an
inner thought. "I'm sure of it.••
he said. "I'm'sure you'll. find that
they may even have been min and
wife at one time—that they; have
never been out of touch v.itil each

was a long way ahead of
Mc. There was another dame coming up over the Hill road that meets
the path he was on at the gate by
the Bigelow house."
"You're sure of that, Miss Lynn?
Remember, you may be making a
"He

dangerous accusation."
Rage
Jumped

Lumber, Millwork, Doors, Builders Hardwaso, Point

"From Foundation to goof—
We Have le

flared
up.

up

in

her.

her own
laincourt wa
near her raye"

She

she
accusation,"
"Dangerous
screamed. "I should say it was.
She killed him — that little blueblood. Killed him. I tell you I saw
her. He's dead., Dead!"
He crossed to her quickly, shak-

"Victoria was next. She blew in
with a book under ,her arm. Had
been browsing around the Public
Library—walked home."

"You are rery adroit."
"I've an
usual mind. I guess,"
said McCal
"What
facetiously.
crack did st. make"
"She looked down at the corpse
in a kind of mixture of fright and
sheer excitement and said, 'Then
someone did have the nerve'."
McCale wlietled.

would ever destroy ,a compromising
missive of any kind whatever,"

a

Donlevy tirned
page. "Chriatopher Sto
—the guy that didn't
didn't,
get
almost
the
g rl—or
what? He srobabty will now. He
swears that he was walkirig back
and forth along the lower Common
path, hoping to intercept Veronica
on he, way home if she should
come that way. She didn't show,
so he came on up to the house.
There's a funny thing, Duke, them

hands

all breaking up in onesies after the
We
Oh, well.
wedding rehearsal
come now to Veronica, the bride.

The Answers

McCale left Shari Lynn slumped
on the couch. He knew it was useless to talk to her any more.
She wouldn't be of any help.
He went quickly through an ornate bedroom which had a fabulous
connecting bath of chromium and
There were two closets of
glass.
expensive linen and haberdashery.
He had never seen so many shirts,
ties, shoes, socks, and collars outside a department- store. And- he
went through everything.

Donlevy Trades
Some Knowledge

Was Served Marshall
County For Over
Eifty Years

"Ready to take you over the
hurdles for sneaking out on me this
Donlevy's smile be.
; afternoon."
lled his growl.
him
at
back
McCale smiled
He liked the man. He
steadily.
; had the look of careful grooming
not often associated with the police.
You would place him at about forty; a large man, bulking powerful
and tall against the heavy door. He
was of the new school of officers so
• widely heralded but often ridiculed
1 —college bred, scientifically trained
; and carefully chosen.
"I'm not really sore," he began.
I "I only wondered why you took a
I powder when you and Adelaide
Bigelow were practically the ,only
; eye witnesses to this ghastly business. It dawned on me very soon
when I found no keys on the
, corpse that you'd gone to Vallaincourt's apartment to steal a march
on me. Was that nicer He raised
. an eyebrow facetiously.
"Not nice, but necessary from
toy point of view. I've got second
look before—after your squad has
tine-tosithed a place—and there's
never been a hairpin left for us fellows."
"What exactly did you find from
• being first this time?"
"Nary a clue. The place was as
clean as a bone. Beyond getting
a good idea of what the lad who
!lived there was like, there wasn't
a false whisker for my trouble."
i""The setup he had was quite re-

'

vealing, wasn't it? Pure Hollywood
I —half DeMille, half Dorothy DrapVery suggestive. Is that all
er.
you have found?"
"I found a woman."
it accomfelt
never
McCale
plished anything to hold out on Donlevy. It only promoted misunderIt was
standing and ill feeling.
much better to get the evidence
first.

That was all.

watched the quick interest
1.
flash across Donlevy's eyes before
be contralled it, before he said casuHe

ally, "I would call that a clue,
Duke."
I • "Well?" he questioned.
''V'utri Lynn, the chanteuse, at
prescrit of the Latin Quarter and
The Abbey."
"Umm—I've heard of her."
McCale went on, then, to tell of
his encounter with the night club
He told it all, what she had
singer
said, how she had looked, bringing
complete picture before Don-

ihi

H

are

Her body sagged away from him.
Her voice was low and harsh, was a
cry of despair, as though her throat
were all burned out.

It was nine-fifteen when the buzzer in McCales outer Alice anMcCale
nounced a late caller.
laughed. "How are you, Bart?"

I. What are the four cities referred to in the railroad nickname
"The Big Four"?
2. When Caesar crossed the Ruwhich man did he declare
beautify
to
ways
18
bicon,
ERE are
linens or clothes! Tulips, pan- war upon?
3. What is a digamist?
sies and other gay flowers for
Mo4. The favorite daughter of
vivid, spring-like embroidery.
• • •
hammed was called what?

5. Which city is rated the windGay designs for important frocks or
Unerui. Pattern 7111 has transfer of 18. iest city in the United States?
inches.
4 by 73,:.
/
4 to 61
1
3 by 3/
6. How many traveling carnivals
Our improved pattern's— visual with
"Veronica drove up in a cab—the easy-to-see charts and photos, and comthere in the United States?
last to arrive. She was strangely plete directions—make, needlework easy.
and
demand
large
unusually
Due to an
excited, I thought She'd been doing
current conditions, slightly more time is
some last minute shopping, saw it required in filling orders for a few of the
I. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicawas getting late and got a cab at most popular pattern numbers.
and St. Louis.
go
Send your order to:
the corner of Boylston and Tre2. Pompey.
. she
".
He hesitated.
mont.••
3. If you have married for a secSewing Circle Needlecraft Dept.
said." tie let his last two words
ond time after decease or divorce
544 W. Randolph St. Chicago 80, ILL
hang in the air.
of your spouse, you are a digamist.
Enciose 20 cents for pattern.
conversational
4. Fatima.
A
devastating
No
5. Buffalo. N. Y.
abyss yawned, for McCale made no
reply. Minutes ticked away. When
6. About 300,
he did speak, it was quietly.

"I know that. She had on a green
suit. I saw it. But I was a long
way off, I tell .you. You're not getting me for this just because I'm
wearing this green thing. I wouldn't
have killed Curt. God, I loved him.
a
I loved him."

door.

stearate of
Some baby powders contain
a serious
zinc. It this chemical is inhaled,
de
pneumonia
of
form
fatal
and often
powtalcum
velops. You can safely use
der.
• • •
a fullTaking care of a new baby Is
203 can
time job Our new booklet No. 25 cents
Send
help you In countless ways. Weekly
News•
coin I for -Baby Care" to
St., New
paper Srrvice, 243 West 17th address,
name.
Print
York II. N. Y.
booklet title and No. 203.

MeCale pursed his lips. "I imagine she screamed once, made an
inappropriate remark and had a
long hooker f whisky on it."

"Quite. It was exactly as:, if the
place had been cleaned of leverything by the boy himself. Kind of
disappointing, what? Because from
wd know, it Sloesn't
everything
seem as though that kind 41 gent

But there wasn't a single thing
to give him a lead, to use as evidences—not a letter, a receipt, a
bill—not even a stray address. The
murdered man had played it pretty
smart and close to the ground.
Disgruntled, he went back into
the living room and , out the front

ANY new mothers wonder
liether to put oil or powder
31 baby's skin after a bath. Which
you use isn't so important What
kind,you use is vital, however.

trolled.

ing her by the shoulders.
"Take it easy. "You're in a spot
yourself. Whoever it was that met
Vallaincourt at that gate had on
green suit or dress."
Angrily she brushed his
from her arms, faced him.

chee.ild to

"To get on with It. the Garboirrh
As
Karen is qui e another ticket
masklike and cold as the Snow
Queen. Concerned, but urruffled, if
you know Mit I mean. She turned
a shade whiter, if that's possible.
but I g it Use distinct impression
she'd only w. lk around the corpse
and go on her way. A bit too con-

1
other for long."
Donlevy digested this. 'Tin?"
"Oh sure. Lynn was back there
after any letters of hers thaft Vallaincourt may have kept. Ir don't
think there were any there,' however. There wasn't even al, stray
phone number chalked on thsi bathroom wall, if you get what I ran."

UP

"Take it
yourself."

"She is the obvious suspect, of
The accusation of
course. Bart.
Shari Lynn; the fact that both Miss;
Bigelow and I saw a girl in green
running away from the scene directly after the murder. Too bad
she should have picked the corner of
Boylston and Tremont street to get
her cab. There are very few shops
there and, as you have noted, the
path running from the gate opposite the Bigelow house, over the hill
by the cannon, ends at that precise

END CONSTIPATION
THIS NATURAL WAY!
Millions Now Take Healthful
Fresh Fruit Drink Instead
of Harsh Laxatives!

point.
"Ti-tie. There is the possibility of
a safe deposit box at SOMIS bank."
"That's been checked. He had a
small balance at a downtown bank,
but no box of any kind."
McCale hunched himself over his
glass„for a minute, musing.
"It becomes very confusieg then.
For he must have got rid of everything last night or today. ,Before"
—he stared unwinkuigly at' the rim
of his glass—"just before ihe went
to his death."
A long minute went by, While the
fire crackled merrily in thst grate—
while each one of the three thought
his own thoughts about this conjecture. It was Donlevy who finally
shrugged it away with a sour look.
Duke McCale paused in front of
the big man. Donlevy. The grayhaired police inspector Iciaked up
at him and said, "I suppose in return for your information you - want
to be brought up to date.'t
fair,"
McCale
only
"That's
smiled
Donlevy had never once let him
down in a matter of this kind,
though he covered it always with
an air of assumed ill grace.

Suspicion Settles
On Veronica
"Here it is, then, f9r what it's
worth," he said. "There was, in
the Bigelow house at the time of
the murder, besides Aldelaide Bigelow and yourself, the cook, an upstairs maid, and the butler, King.
The cook was preparing dinner
The maid, Kitty Shane, was hangThey're
ing around the kitchen.
out, obviously. No motive, no opportunity, King was fixing a tray
of hors d'oeuvres for the usual
cocktail hour. He's out for the same
reason. None of them saw or heard
a thing until the prolonged ringing
of the bell."
"About five minutes after the
cruising car got there. I errived. It
was then about twenty minutes
since Vallaincourt had been shot.
Shortly after that, the family began to wander in and I questioned
them in the order of their appearance. Sybil and Stephen, her son,
came in together. She said she had
walked from the church *cross the
Gits.clens, stopping at thackley's
drugstore for cigarettes. • She had
chatted a few minutes with the

"Hardly coincidence"
McCale shrugged.
the weapon?"

"What about

"She must have thrown it away."
"Then the area in which to search
for it is small. A woman cannot
throw too far."
"I know; that." A thwarted look
came over Donlevy's craggy face.
"We've had a special squad hunting it for three hours. So far, not
We've actually used
a sign of it.
floodlights and turned up every fallen leaf, emptied every ash barrel in
the park,

with

"That,
that."

then,

no luck."

for the moment. Le

The case was dropped momentarily while they talked of pleasantIt was neirly twelve
er things.
when Donlevy stood up. go.
"I rather thought," he said at
the door, "that you were retained
by the old lady Bigelow to get at ;
Now, I'm sure you're
the truth.
hired te protect the girl." He tried I
to put it over with a slow smile.
"Nothing of the sort has been
suggested to me, I can assure you."
McCale returned his smile sardonically. "That's the truth."
"Okay. I have my duty to do,
you know."
"I'd find the weapon first"
"Oh, sure, sure. We'll find it,"
The echo of Barton Donlevy's
footsteps had hardly died on the
stairs when McCale, standing before the dying tire. spoke.
"I held out on the Iona bit of letter."
"So I see, chief. You don't think
the girl in green was the Veronica
dame, then?"
"Maybe."
s a silence for a
There
ute. then Rocky said, "They
not found the rod."

got to the cannon on the

clerk, whom she knew. She met
Stephen as she came out of the
store. lie ,had been wandering along
Charles street, just killing time, he
said. Likes to walk in the rain—
that sort of thing."

chief," be jumped up,
"you've been waiting to see if I'd ;
think of it. Of course I have. After
all, I've heard you tell it three
"There's a jangled lad .for you," times. That gun ought to be in the
McCale waggled a tinge/. "Neu- 'belly of that cannon."
They left the office in a mad rush.
rotic. Worried about his vide. Was
probably out hunting her up, wher- A cab deposited them iii rapid time

ever she was."
"Sybil is no calm, stroll& pioneer
woman either. Collapsed like a balloon at the news. You'd think Val-

Why not change to this healthful
habit? Lemon and water is good for
you. Lemons are among the richest
sources of vitamin C. which combats
fatigue, helps you resist colds and
infections. They also supply B1 and P.
They alkalinize, aid appetite and
digestion. Lemon and water has a
fresh tang, too - clears the mouth,
wakes you up!
Try this grand wake-up drink 10
mornings. See if it doesn't help mil
Use California Sunkist Lemons.
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McCale's eyes lighted

g:t you say the gal who ran
dn
in
"Di
think
away stopped a minute to look back

she

people of prompt, normal elimination.

minbays

up
as he looked quizzically at his
friend and employee. He smiled as
though he knew what Rocky was

when

water-first thing on arising.
Taken first thing in the morning,
this wholesome drink stimulates bowel
action in a natural way-assures most

New War

Funny, but McCale's mind seemed
relieved.

"No."

It's lemon and water. Yes-just the
Juice of I Sunkist Lemon in a glass of

at the•Common entrance. It was
Late and an' police who had been
teurching; for the gun were gone.
ttr0 BE CONTINUED/

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
ys may be aimed by disorder of lidiffe
bey function that perm.ta potS0111•1111
mute to accumulate. For truly matey
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove sums
acids and other mate matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dissinem„
getting op nights, leg pains. swelling,
Sometimes frequent and minty. urination with smarting and burning is another glen that something la wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that
%
el
treatment Is wiser than neglek
Dean's Pills. It is better to rely an •
medieine that has woe eoentrywide approval than on something leas favorably
.own. Dear/ have been tried and tested Malty years. Are at all drug storm
Get Doas's today.

•ADVERTISING
represents the leadership of
a nation. It points the way.
We merely follow—follow to
new heights of comfort, of
convenience, of happiness.
time goes on advertisis
ing used more and more,
and as it is used more we
all profit more. It's the way
advertising has —
As

of bringing a profit to
everybody concerned,
the consumer included
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Telephone 3041
BENTON
nesday
Paducah, Ky.
111cCrackdn counties. 3091 farni-- J6-27p
the winner reSlaughter
61m Sell, deliver Rawleigh Prodcent of the $661
acres of ceiving 5
Products sold 25 years. FOR SALE — 15 to 25
Treasure
the
room
two
contained
a
including
large
work;
land,
steady
around,
rear
Day is
n
Appreciatio
Chest.
RawWrite
Car essential.
Drive in for our
sponsored by the V.F.W. and
tItis, Dept. KYL-18-137A, Free- '
"All-Oat Spring Change-r.::”
pact, Ill, or see Edw. Starks,
the Benton Merchants.
that covers
KY.
Appreciation Day a
.
Each
J3-frts
name is drawn until a winner
Machines, is
Adding
s,
Typewriter
present. Cards bearing the
for
cash
pay
WANTED-- Will
Office Equipment.
Kincaide..
Mildred
names of
German,
of
limited number
KIRK A. POOLE & CO.
William Fields. Dawson Edusel
also
army Rifles. Can
CHAMP4ON
Phone 60
wards, Hollis Lamb, Marjorie
some of the German LugerKentucky Moore and Bill Campbell were
Murray,
P38 and Mauser Pistols. Bring
Powerful, rteued, dosed'We carry a complete
them to Lee's Service Station. OAK LUMBER FOR SALE — drawn before the winner was
able Batteries that you
line offamousChamfound.
m23j13p.
Plots.
Kentucky.
Hardin,
pion Spark
can depend on far a qui*
Oak lumber of all and any dido
to
equipped
Also
getaway is am kiwi at
miles
.seven
quack
sale.
for
mensions
thorough,
a
farm,
FOR SALE — 130 acre
weather.
Sherwin - Williams White
clesmng ioh..
plus
Bacusburg
•
on
Mayfield
completely limed, some timber. from
Oil,
Linseed
Paint,
Outside
thousand feet of
House newly papered. new air- Road. Thirty
FAN
cans
18 feet is on the Turpentine and 5 gallon
to
up
lengths
BE LTS
spring.
Well,
cured tobacco barn.
Heath Hardware
Paint.
Roof
of
Tough, wear -resisttwo ponds, plenty of stock wa- yard for delivery.
ing. flexible fan
F. t. Holland " and Furniture Company.
belts that LAST
ter. Telephone and access to
LONGER. and keep
Ky.
Hard-in,
19c
J5
from
miles
Four
FtEA service.
your car from °refKeep 0,rt and
CHURCH SERVICES
heat.ng.
foreign
other
Benton, near Brazeel
elemenis out of
FOR SALE-50 lb. ice box. BETHLEMEM BAPTIST
oil.
motor
your
Tom Harrison
Praqically new.
Prowde utmost
(J. J. Gough. Moderator)
eff.ciency ia
Benton, Ky., Rte. 2.
J6-20p
Canup
Charlie
fasts*.
Sunday school every Sunday.
FOR SALE or TRADE — Ben- 3 miles out Murray Highway 9:30 A. M., Paul Lee, Supt.
ltp
ton Coffee Shop for small farm on Benton, Route 1.
Sermon, each third Sunday,
P. M.
230
usPopular
d
SALE—Goo
FOR
A. C. Bailey
Come and worship with us.
weatherboard lumber. Aed
At BentonCoffee Shop
1.200 fed. Also Jersey
1 & 2 Horse Vulcan Plow)
Benton, Ky. bout
Bull 1 year old.
and repairs. Heath Hardware
RubSMITH - HENSON
FOR SALE or TRADE
and Fnrniure Company.
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCED
ber tired wagon for team or
The marriage of Miss Martractor, John Deer two horse
two
Smith, daughter of Mr and
harrow,
section
jorie
cultivator,
for
Mrs. Jake Smith of Route 3,
horse plow and 4 year old FOR D. D. T. SPRAYING
buildMule. If interested, call Satur- houses, barns and other
and Robert Henson, son of Mr.
day, June 7 or Monday. June 9. ings Phone 3271.
'and Mrs. Gilbert Henson of
J. E. Wadlington
One mile east of Pleasant
Routel 4, was solemnized on
rts
Grove Church on Benton Rte. 1 BentOn, Ky.
Saturday, May 10 at the, home
Itp
Allen Jackson
of Rev. L. W. Young in Cor3,200 feet T.V.A
FOR
Mississippi.
inth.
Reliable man with car wanted "snow fence". Good • condition
only attendents were
Their
• Long Concrete- Co
on farmers in South
Sue Thompson and
Norma
Miss
Benton, Ki
ltp
Ray Wyatt.

YOUR,CAR NEED

Spincycleaning,tool

Bailey Hardware & Furniture Co.

=

SPARK-PLUGS

SALE —

Remember them with Memori41
and all the Generations to come
will Remember them, too.

Strawberry Specials
for casluat HEATH'S
8- PIECES -- 4 Piece* Bed Room
Suite with a set of good Springs,
50 pound Mattress, End Table, and
Smoking Stand; all 8 for .. 133.95
49.45
75 lb. Ice Refrigerator
Cast Range,
45.00
with warming closet
Perfection portable heaters 11.75
Innerspring' Mattresses .. 39 95 up
72.50 up
Sofa -Beds '
14.95
Double deck Bed Springs
39.95
Double Door Chifferpbes
Presto and MirroMatic
12.95
Cookers
National & All American
18.85
Canners
Double size Swings and
Settees, each ..6.95
New lot, Aluminum Tea Kettles,
Percolators, , Dish-pans and other
Cooking Utensils. See us for low
prices on Hardware, Sherwin WilHaws white outside and other inside paints and enamels, Turpentine, Linseed oil, and Brushes,'white
and yellow Hybrid Seed Corn, Stock
Peas, Soy Beans and other Seed.
o Money Saving prices on groceries
and feed. See us before you buy.
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See
Jesse Collier
Benton, Kentucky
Representative for
Beasley Marble & Granite Co.
Paducah, Kentucky

Located in North Benton on Hgwy. 68
a
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 12 MIDNIGHT

Pigs ar• money -every on• you
wean means extra money for you.

@
@
@
@

Eacute YOUR GRAIN WITH A

HAND
SPRAYERS
S•••ral
sixes for
home and
livistock
usio.

REAL PIG BUILDER
...especially Made for
sows and little pigs. A
little goes a long way in
helping to build big,
thrifty litters.

SOW & PIG CHOW

giadele
OISINFECRI1
FOR FARROWING
PENS

"Pau:stet
(F.I'fi-R-FECT

'Welft KEEP DOWN
UDDER TROUBLE
Just 1. at it in a trough
and let calves help

themselves.

RAISPE

COFFEE In.. Town

©I
:
BENTON @
g©
©©
©©©©©©©©©Q ©©©©©©©©©©©©

CURB SERVICI

LET PIGS
WORM THEMSELVES
:List put Purina Pigtali
tilt.. feed.
"2:rcmtiks

Crawford-Fergersou Co.

